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annotation table contains some texts. I am looking for a fast way to get all the texts from the spatial annotation table, where the search for the texts is performed on the geom field. A: For each annotation you can do: select * from your_spatial_layer where contains(geometry,'word') but that's not very
fast and if you have millions of such annotations, that's not scalable. You can also add the following clause: where geometry>='value' and geometryQ: How to specify scala 2.10 required library version for sbt project I'm currently trying to use scala 2.10 in sbt, for one of my dependencies ( I have to

specify the Scala library version for this dependency. I have tried putting it in my build.sbt file but I'm getting errors: [warn] :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: [warn] :: UNRESOLVED DEPENDENCIES :: [warn] :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: [warn] :: com.github.bansaljain#bansal-jetty;2.2: not found [warn]
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